Summary. The paper starts with the observation that in ALGOL 60 no specifications for formal procedure parameters are prescribed, whereas ALGOL 68 demands complete specifications. As a consequence, no ALGOL 68 program accepted by the compiler can have wrong parameter transmissions at run time whereas ALGOL 60 programs may have them. The property of ALGOL 60 programs to have only correct parameter transmissions obviously is undecidable if all data, conditional statements, etc. have to be taken into consideration (Theorem t) and it is unfair to demand that the compiler should decide that property by a finite process. Therefore, we investigate this question of decidability under a much fairer condition, namely without taking into consideration any data or conditions and by giving all procedure calls occurring in the same block "equal rights" (Section IV, p. t23). Even this fairer problem turns out to be algorithmically unsolvable, in general (Theorem 5), but it is solvable as soon as the programs do not have global formal procedure parameters (Theorem 3). Analogous answers can be given to the problems of formal equivalence of programs and of formal reachability, formal recursivity, and strong formal recursivity of procedures (Theorems 8-t t). Procedures which are not strongly formally recursive have great importance in compilation techniques as is shown in Section X.
I. Introduction
This paper deals with the question .whether formal parameters of procedures in high level programming languages should be specified or not. The situation is well known: In ALGOL 60 no specification is prescribed, whereas ALGOL 68 demands specifications for all formal parameters, even specifications for the formal parameters of formal procedures etc. must be given by the programmer. PL/I takes a position in between: Formal parameters of non-formal procedures must be specified, but formal parameters of formal procedures cannot be specified. This means practically that PL[I in this respect is closer to ALGOL 60 than to ALGOL 68. For, when translating a call of a non-formal or formal ALGOL 68 procedure the compiler is informed exactly about the specifications for all formal parameters. Best possible code can be implemented because superfluous actual data types need not be taken into consideration. Since no wrong parameter transmission can happen atlrun time no run time parameter checks (with respect * The main results of this paper have been announced in an invited lecture given at the first annual congress of the Gesellschaft fiir Informatik (GI) in October 1971 in Munich.
to modes) need be implemented. Now, when translating a call of a formal ALGOL 60 or PL/t procedure the compiler does not know any specifications for the formal parameters, so that even actual data types must be taken into account which at run time never occur. Because correct parameter transmission is not completely checked at compile time, run time parameter checks must be provided for.
This short discussion shows that, concerning parameter transmission, ALGOL 68 has clear advantages over the other languages mentioned. On the other hand, concerning parameter transmission, the definition of ALGOL 60 and PL/I can well be justified if there is an algorithm which for any program at compile time firstly decides whether at run time wrong parameter transmissions might occur and which secondly detects the specifications for all formal procedt~re parameters. In the following we shall investigate the question in what sense and under which circumstances such an algorithm exists.
II. Language Limitations
In this paper we will discuss four higher level programming languages: t. ALGOL 60 without specifications for formal parameters, called ALGOL 60-P (pure).
2. ALGOL 60 with specifications prescribed for formal parameters of nonformal procedures and denoted in that way indicated in the ALGOL 60 Report, called ALGOL 60-PL/t, as this language is PL/I oriented.
3. ALGOL 60-PL/t with additional specifications prescribed for formal parameters of formal procedures, called ALGOL 60-SF (specify formals). Formal parameters of formal procedures of formal procedures cannot be specified. 4 . ALGOL 60 with complete specifications for formal parameters as in ALGOL 68, called ALGOL 60--68.
It is useful for our purposes to have a common frame for all these languages. We choose ALGOL 60 and trim the languages in such a way that they appear as successive restrictions of ALGOL 60-P. Different languages differ for us only by the method of indicating specifications for formal parameters.
In ALGOL 68 the formal parameters of formal procedures of formal procedures etc. have to be specified. Here, in general, mode declarers indicate modes structured like trees, trees which might even be infinite [5, 8] . Clearly, these infinite trees must be described in a finite manner.
We handle the parameter mechanism for procedure calls in that way which is given by the ALGOL 60 Report. Throughout this paper we understand the notion formal parameter in the sense of ALGOL 60. We do so even for the language ALGOL 60-68. The name for this language is justified because the method of indicating modes is modelled from the ALGOL 68 Report.
As an example we present one the same program H 1 written in four different languages. For the aims of this paper it is not necessary to give complete definitions of the languages. It suffices to be acquainted with ALGOL 60. In order to allow proofs which are not swallowed up by formalities we impose restrictions and modifications on ALGOL 60: a) Only proper procedures, no function procedures axe allowed. For simplicity we write proc for the declarator procedure.
b) Value listing of formal parameters (in the sense of ALGOL 60) is prohibited. i) The input/output statements allowed are inreal t~, autreal Q, inbaal r, autbaal fl where ~ and fl stand for real resp. Boolean variables. j) In ALGOL 60-P we have no specifiers and the specification parts of procedure declarations are empty. In ALGOL 60-PL/t the only specifiers allowed are refreal, ref boal, label, and prac. For ALGOL 60-SF and ALGOL 60-68 the formal parameters are given later in Definition 3. Restricted to programs with parameterless procedures all four languages are the same.
III. Syntactical and Formal Programs
We assume we have unambiguous context free grammars 63p, ~PL/1, ~SF, ~ for ALGOL 60-P, -PL/t, -SF, -68 which are mere modifications of the grammar presented in the ALGOL 60 Report. Ambiguities still existing in the Report may be assumed to be remedied. Definition I. A syntactical program H is a string of basic symbols (terminal symbols) which can be reduced to the axiom (program,3 by the formal rules Of the respective grammar.
The property to be a syntactical program is decidable. By the help of a reduction sequence R from // to (program) we can define which substrings in II or (more exactly) which occurrences of substrings in H are called blocks, procedure declarations (simply procedures), and procedure bodies. E.g. a substring is called a procedure declaration if it is reduced to the non-terminal symbol (procedure declaration) within a reduction sequence R from/7 to (program). Because of the unambiguity of the grammar the definition is independent of the reduction sequence R chosen. To every constant occurring in H we assign the mode real resp. bool in the natural way. To every defining occurrence of a non-formal non-procedure identifier we assign the mode ref real, tel bool, or label, of a formal parameter we assign formal, of a non-formal procedure identifier we assign proc 0 resp. proc(a~ 1, .... a~,), where ~i ..... ~,, v-----t, are the formal parameters of the procedure.
The mode 8(i, Zi) of any occurrence of an identifier is defined by the mode 08 (i, Zi) of the associated defining occurrence of the identifier.
The mode of any occurrence of a right hand expression of an assignment statement or of a Boolean expression in an if clause is defined by induction (In the further text we shall often drop the phrase "occurrence of"). These expressions may be thought to be constructed inductively with constants and identifiers as atomic expressions, arithmetic, relational, logical operators and if then else as function symbols, and (and) as brackets. Let ~, fl, 7 be expressions with certain modes 0~, Off, 07 if modes are defined.
Let co be a unary arithmetic operator. The property to be a compilable ALGOL 60-P program [1 is decidable. Our example program //~ in ALGOL 60-P is compilable as may be checked easily. proc (proc 0, refreal, proc (label, proc 0)).
Certain infinite mode trees can be indicated in a finite manner by the help of the mode declarations as it is done in the ALGOL 68 Report. We transfer*this method from ALGOL 68 to ALGOL 60-68: In an ALGOL 60-68 program we allow to write down a finite system of m ~ t "mode equations" The following example /-/t which we need later in Theorem t and 5 and Lemma 9 gives a further illustration of the notion of compilability:
begin procD(x,y); px; qy; { }; proc M(x, y); px; qy; {x(y)}; pror Ml(x, y); px; qy; {x(D)};
proc E (~, ~c, #, 7) ; .P~; rot,/~, 7; {7 (~, E)};
M(E, 1~) end
where p stands for proc(proc), q for proc(proc, proc, proc, proc), r for proc(proc, proc). This program H i is written in ALGOL 60-SF where formal parameters of formal procedures have to be specified. The program is compilable and, consequently, also compilable in ALGOL 60-P resp. ALGOL 60-PL/t if we drop all specifications for formal parameters resp. parts of them. But the formal parameters cannot be specified in such a way that the program becomes compilable in ALGOL 60-68. Otherwise, the following equations for modes would hold: (6) and (7) (9) OD = 0rl because of x u i (D) and (8) (t0) proe(0x n, 0y ~ because of (9) and (4) = proc (0~, Oa, Off, 07).
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The last equation (t0) We should not suppress the following remark concerning our definition of correctness with respect to compilation. The definition is based on a sort of local definition of appropriate application of identifier occurrences. If we would demand that the compiler should in addition trace all parameter transmissions, then the compiler could easily detect for this special program //z that at run time the execution will lead to a wrong procedure call where actual and formal parameters do not harmonize:
M(E, E) E(E) E(E, D, D, M1) ml (E, E) E(D).
In ALGOL 60-SF the execution of/P must stop here, because ~ has the mode q whereas D has the mode r with a different number of parameters. In ALGOL 60-PL/I or -P the execution goes one step further"
D (E, D, D, M1).
The-procedure declaration D has two formal parameters whereas the procedure statement D(E, D, D, M1) has four actual parameters so that the execution must stop.
On the other hand it is a crucial question whether we can fairly expect that a compiler performs tracing of all parameter transmissions. A compiler is an algorithm which among many other tasks has to give an answer "compilable" or "not compilable" for any submitted formal ALGOL program in a finite time.
The tracing of parameter transmissions where all possible input data, all intermediate results, and all conditional statements must be taken into consideration is an algorithmically unsolvable problem: For we can easily prove Theorem 1. There is no algorithm which for any given compilable ALGOL 60-P, -PL/t, or -SF program 17 states whether there is a finite sequence d of input data (rational numbers or truth values) such that the execution of/I applied upon d will stop with a wrong procedure call.
In other words: It is undecidable, whether any compilable ALGOL 60-P,
-P L / t , or -SF program 17 has actually occurring incorrect parameter transmissions.
The proof is standard and straight forward. Nevertheless, we present it here explicitely in order to show that we need different and more sophisticated techniques when we discuss the concept of formally correct parameter transmission later. This concept of formally correct parameter transmission is independent of any execution of 1-I, neglects all data and conditions, and disregards the relative position of procedure statements within the main program or within the main part of a procedure body. The main part of a procedure body is that part which is outside of all procedures declared within the body. We say these procedure statements have "equal rights". In [4, 3, 6] there are algorithms which work under this assumption, but they are only sufficient, i.e. their answers are correct only if the answers read "the program has formally correct parameter transmissions".
Our proof of the undecidability of actually occurring incorrect parameter transmissions uses quite essentially data and conditional statements. The proof does not work if we would like to show the undecidability of formally incorrect parameter transmissions because every program//M has formally incorrect parameter transmissions. Our problem now is that//F, is not finite in general. Proo]. Let H~-H'. By Definition 5 all formal parameters x i occurring in Q are replacecl by the corresponding actual parameters ai. As H is compilable in ALGOL 60-68, x i and a i have identical mode trees. Therefore, as the application of x i is appropriate in H, the application of a i in H' must be appropriate, too. Q.e.d.
V. Programs with Formally Correct Parameter Transmissions
In the other languages this conclusion fails as in spite of compilability of H, x i and ai do not necessarily have identical modes. In our example 1-I4 q has the mode proc(proc), f has proc(proc(ref reol)). These modes are not contradictory, and they are not identical either. In H 4' the modes of r proc(ref E n contains a tree T n the nodes of which are exactly those programs in E n with at most one innermost call brace pair. We call T n the execution tree of//. There is a bijectiou I n from E o onto the set %n of all finite subtrees of To, which contain as an element at most one program which is not partially compilable:
The number of programs in In(//' ) with H'EE n is given by the number of call brace pairs in II' plus one. If [I' is 1] or partially compilable then
In(II' ) : {H"I II" ~Tn, II ~-/7" v-[I}.* '
If/7' is not lI and not partially compilable let --* t
Jn (II') be {17 I/7 6 T n, II* /7 v-p ([I)}.
Then I n (ll') is Jn (ll') added by one not partially compilable program II" E T n with/I v-II",/7 maximal in Jn (17') where/7" results from/7 by the "same" procedure statement which generates II' from p(1"7'). I n has the property 
lI' ~-ll" M In (fl') is a subtree of I n (II"), subtree in the following sense: IH(II' ) ~_ IH(lI" ) and if IH(II )~llv--lTEIH(ll ) then [I el n(II' ).

VI. Programs without Global Formal Parameters
If Hv--II', then for all declarations A in//we have identical copies A' in H'. For all declarations A in the body ~ we have additionally modified copies A'~,, 
M=P.GF +|
where P is the number of non-formal procedure declarations, G is the number of defining occurrences of non-formal identifiers, and F is the number of defining occurrences of formal parameters in/7.
For a given original program // we can effectively construct the smallest subtree U n of T n such that every maximal node in Un is maximal in T n or has a different similar predecessor in U n. Paths in U n have a length of at most M + t nodes. Corollary. For original programs // without global formal procedure parameters it is decidable whether 17 has formally correct parameter transmissions or not.
Proo/ of Theorem 3. Let/7' be a program in T n and not in U n. Then there is a maximal node/7' in U n with
We show that all H, are partially compilable and that for every H, there is a different similar node/I, in U n. This assertion is at least true for H 0. Let it be true for H,_I, 0_~ v --1 < n. Then there is a different similar node/I,-1 in U u. 
The declarations ~0 and ~p of / and 7 are (eventually modified) copies of one the same declaration ~p (ff T in H. We have to check by which identifiers the global parameters d, occurring in ~, have been replaced in 9~ and ~. d is non-formal by assumption. So, by Lemma 7 in both cases d has been replaced by identifiers' having similar declarations. As a consequence the nodes H, and//' are similar and II~ is partially compilable, too. We have therefore proven that/7 has formally correct p~rameter transmissions. Q.e.d. All programs in U n are partially compilable, nevertheless, H has incorrect parameter transmission as in//~ p" is not applied appropriately. Tim argumentation in the proof of Theorem 3 fails here because the global parameter x of q has been replaced by l in q' and m in q", where l and m do not have similar declarations.
VII. Formally Equivalent Programs
In order to solve our decision problem for formally correct parameter transmissions we now might ask the following question: Is there an algorithm which transforms any program into an equivalent program without global formal parameters ? Equivalence must be defined in such a way that it is invariant with respect to formally correct parameter transmissions.
Let//be an original program. Let E n resp. T n be the execution resp. execution tree of//. We form for any program//'EE u the associated main program//~, by elimination of all procedure declarations and we replace every remaining procedure statement in//~ by a special symbol, say co|l, and term the result the reduced main program//~ of//'.
Definition7. E,u:={II~IH'EEn} is the reduced execution of 17. T,n:= {H'IH' E Tn} is the reduced execution tree of H.
T,u consists of exactly those reduced programs which contain at most one innermost call brace pair. The existence of-not partially c0mpilable" programs in T n can be recognized in T,n alone:
//' in T n is not partially compilable t) //~ is maximal in T,n, and 2) the innermost call brace pair of//~ has an inappropriate application of ~an identifier or contains a coil-symbol or//~ =//, has an inappropriate application of an identifier or contains a coil-symbol. If we define now In Definition 8 of formal equivalence of programs the term "reduced execution tree" could be replaced by "reduced execution" as the reader may prove. If two formally equivalent programs I/t and II2 have formally correct parameter transmissions, then they define the same transformation Y~, = F~o.
VIII. Undecidabilities
We tried to construct algorithms which transform every ALGOL-program such that t. global formal procedure parameters are eliminated and such that 2. the transformed program is formally equivalent to the original one. But all these constructions failed because for each of them we finally found example programs which did not fulfill the desired conditions. Therefore, we were led to the conjecture that our decision problem on formally correct procedure parameter transmission might be unsolvable, in general. We will now attack this conjecture by the help of Post's correspondence systems. Such a system has two alphabets
= {A, B}, A 4: B,
So we have an isomorphism 9 which we continue to Post's Theorem. The property "~ has a solution" is undecidable; in other words: Post's correspondence problem is unsolvable [8] .
For any given correspondence system ~ of Post we will now effectively construct a compilable ALGOL 60-P program//r which fulfills the following Lemma 8. ~ has a solution ~//r has not formally correct parameter transmissions.
As a consequence we have Theorem 5. It is undecidable whether a compflable ALGOL 60-P program// has formally correct parameter transmissions. If we compare the proofs of Theorem t and Lemma 8 we see that the constructions and argumentations are quite different and that in Lemma 8 procedure statements and parameter transmissions play a much more important role whereas data and conditional statements do not and cannot play any role. proc(proc, proc, proc, proc), or, fl, 7 get proc(proc, proc) (proc (0x ~ ............ ) ...) two different generated programs /7' +/7" in T n whose innermost generated blocks are modified bodies of copies of ~0. ~0 is called strongly /ormally recursive if there are programs/7' ~H' */7" ~H" in T n, a copy if' of q0 in/7', and an identical copy ~" of -" -" q0 m/7 , such that the innermost generated block of/7' is a modified body of ~' and the innermost generated block of/7" is a modified body of ~". Theorem 10. It is undecidable whether a procedure in an original program with formally correct procedure parameter transmissions is formally recursive resp. strongly formally recursive.
Proot. In//~ we replace the body {ref teal A" A := A+t} by {Ml(x,y)} and we get H~. As M1 is a procedure, declared in the main program of/-/d, M1 is formally recursive if and only if M1 is strongly formally recursive. M1 is formally recursive if and only if ff has a solution. This is true for all four languages. Q.e.d.
Concerning Theorems 9 and l0 we have the analogous conjectures as the one formulated above.
Conjectures. Formal reachability, formal recursivity, and strongly formal recursivity of procedures in ALGOL 60-68 programs become decidable if we restrict ourselves to programs with finite modes. By application of proof methods similar to those of Theorem 3 we may prove Theorem 11. For programs without global formal procedure parameters it is decidable whether a procedure is formally reachable, formally recursive, or strongly formally recursive and whether two programs are formally equivalent.
X. Not Strongly Formally Recursive Procedures
The difference between formally recursive and strongly formally recursive procedures is important for compilation techniques, because those procedures which are not strongly formally recursive allow a simpler implementation than others. E.g. it is not necessary to reserve index-or displayregisters for them if the well known display method is used as an implementation method for procedures. Fixed storage places for simple and auxiliary variables local to a not strongly formally recursive procedure can be reserved among the fixed storage of the statically surrounding procedure so that we need an indexregister at most for this larger procedure.
If we conceive blocks as procedures without parameters called on thespot, then blocks are not strongly formally recursive. Not strongly formally recursive procedures can be handled like blocks.
XI. Concluding Remarks
In a certain sense ALGOL 60 programs with procedures may be considered to be a sort of macro grammars which have been studied in the literature. In view of the results in [2] , Theorem 9 looks surprising. In a further paper on elimination of global parameters and on normal forms for programs with procedures we shall investigate similarities and differences between programs and macro grammars [13] .
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